
 
 

Garment 203: Cielo Top & Dress 

Advanced Beginner 
 

The Cielo Dress & Top is an easy, breezy take on a boxy tee and shift dress. Loaded with 

interesting details and interchangeable features, it will fast become a wardrobe-

building favorite. Choose between a semi-cropped top with a cuffed short sleeve or a 

dramatic gathered long sleeve. Or make an easy-fitting dress with sleek inseam pockets 

or without and your choice of sleeves. All views have a slightly dropped shoulder, 

angled shoulder yoke and roomy fit, with a choice between an elegant bias binding or 

a faced neckline finish. My favorite thing about this pattern is that it can be made in a 

wide range of fabrics, and they all look great. Pick a linen blend or chambray for more 

structure or rayon, Tencel or even silk for a drapier effect if you’re feeling more 

comfortable with your cutting and sewing skills. In class we will go over different ways of 

finishing seam allowances, bias binding vs. facings and what works best depending on 

your fabric choice and skill level.  

 

Prerequisite: Garment 201 or equivalent experience. 

 

SUPPLY LIST FOR CLASS 
 

• Closet Core Cielo Top & Dress pattern 

o Please take your measurements and cut out your pattern and fabric 

ahead of class. If you would like to preserve your pattern to make 

additional sizes later, we have Swedish Tracing paper available instore 

you can trace your pattern onto. 

o If you are making the dress and using a very lightweight fabric, I would 

advise against including the pockets to avoid them sagging especially 

after putting any items in them. 

• Fabric 

o See pattern for fabric suggestions and required yardage. 

▪ Please make sure to PREWASH and IRON your fabric prior to cutting. 

• Matching thread 

 

You will receive a 20% discount on your class supplies when you show your registration 

receipt. 
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